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Summary. Solutions are obtained for various modes of solitary waves in a strongly
rotating fluid in Poiseuille flow. The nonlinear Bragg-Hawthorne equation is the basis
of the theory, and the method of solution can be carried to any order of approxima-
tion. There are two sequences of modes, each infinite in number. One consists of
modes travelling with the flow, called P modes, and the other consists of modes trav-
elling against it, called N modes. Generally, the displacements of streamlines from
their asymptotic positions are in opposite directions for two corresponding modes of
the two sequences. In particular, the streamlines of the first mode travelling with the
flow are displaced radially outward from their asymptotic positions, and those of the
first mode travelling against the flow are displaced radially inward. In other words,
the first P mode is a bulging wave, whereas the first N mode is a pinching or necking
one.

For the interaction of solitary waves going in the same direction the Korteweg-
de Vries equation is derived. The beautiful solution of this equation by Gardner,
Greene, Kruskal, and Miura (1967) can then be relied upon to provide the solution
for the interaction problem. The KdV equation has already been formally derived by
Leibovich (1969), who cited its solution of the sech form, but did not give the radial
dependence of the stream function, so that the coefficients of his KdV equation have
not been determined. Nor did he perceive the difference between the flow pattern
for a P mode from that of the corresponding N mode.

1. Introduction. This paper is a study of inertial solitary waves in a strongly ro-
tating fluid with a Poiseuille flow in the longitudinal direction and their interaction.
The stated problem has already been investigated by Leibovich [4], who gave a math-
ematical scheme for deriving the Korteweg-de Vries equation, which, he noted, has
a solution of the sech type, representing a solitary wave. But he did not determine
the r-dependence of his stream function and therefore the coefficients of his KdV
equation, and hence the parameters appearing in his sech solution are left unde-
termined. Here we treat the problem of one solitary wave as a steady-flow problem
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and arrive at its solution in a systematic way that can be continued to any order of
approximation. This solution shows that a solitary wave travelling with the Poiseuille
flow and another travelling against it have different flow patterns, even if the modal
indices of the two waves are the same. This interesting feature seems to have escaped
previous notice. The KdV equation, with definite coefficients, is then derived, and in
the course of the derivation the concept of local long-wave velocity (including a non-
linear part) is introduced and that velocity (different from the velocity of a solitary
wave, which is an "organized" wave) is determined.

2. Formulation of the problem of a solitary wave. We wish to inquire whether
solitary waves are possible in a rotating inviscid fluid of constant density and, if so,
to obtain a solution for their properties. For this purpose it is obviously necessary
to have an equation governing the flow of rotating fluids. Such an equation has
been provided by Bragg and Hawthorne [1], and for the sake of completeness and
readability we shall reproduce briefly the derivation of their equation.

Since one can always move with any solitary wave, it is always possible to reduce
the flow caused by an advancing solitary wave to a steady flow. Adopting cylin-
drical coordinates (r, 6, z), where z is measured along the axis of symmetry and
r radially from it and 6 is the azimuthal angle, and using (u,v,w) for velocity
components in the directions, respectively, of increasing (r, 6, z), the equations of
motion for an inviscid fluid of constant density are, for axisymmetric flows,

Dt r dr \p ) (1)

& + <2>

in which
D d d
TT, = W7T +W7T>Dt dr dz

p is the pressure, p the density (assumed constant), and Q the body-force potential.
The equation of continuity is

d(ru) d(rw)
dr dz 1 '

which allows us to use the Stokes stream function \f/ , in terms of which
1 1

w = -y/r, u — —~VZ, (5)

where subscripts indicate partial differentiation.
Equation (2) can be written as

£<")- 0, (6)
which for steady flows means

(vr)2 = f(v). (7)
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The function f(y/) in Eq. (7) is to be determined from the upstream condition in
any particular problem. Then the other two equations of motion can be written as

W(uz - wr) - -^IT, = -Hr, (8)

u(wr-uz)~ -^rrz = -hz, (9)

where
„=£+U2 + »; + w;+n

P 2
is the Bernoulli quantity, and T = rv . Cross differentiation of Eqs. (8) and (9) and
use of Eq. (4) give

°tr+r-<fzfiv) = 0, (11)
where £ is the azimuthal component of the vorticity defined by

c = Wr - uz = J (y/rr - jy/r + y/zz^J .

Equation (11) can be written as

which gives rise to the Bragg-Hawthorne equation

^r-7V/r+^z + 5/V) = '-2^(^)- (12)

This equation is for steady flows only. But since the flow caused by a propagating
solitary wave can be reduced to a steady flow by adopting a frame of reference moving
with it, it is useful to the task at hand. The function h is determined far upstream.

Consider stationary waves created by a fluid rotating with angular velocity co and
moving with constant velocity —c past an obstacle at rest. Then far upstream, the
velocity distribution is given by (if c > linear long-wave velocity)

u = 0, v = cor, w = —c.

(In this regard one notes that inertial waves due to rotation are like gravity waves
in that the wave velocity increases with the wavelength, with the consequence that
the group velocity is less than the phase velocity. This fact ensures that the waves
created by any obstacle will be behind it.) Far upstream, then,

cr2 / \2 2 4 4(O2 2 ,, , 2 CD2y/ = —X-, (vr) =(or = , h{y/) = r, (13)
2 c c

and Eq. (12) becomes

1 4co2 2a2 i
Vrr--Vr + Vz2 + -= • (14)
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This equation is exactly linear. It is to be solved with the boundary conditions

cb2w = finite at r = 0 and y/= —— at r = b, (15)

where b is the radius of the circular cylinder containing the fluid. Let

V = ~r2 + rcf). (16)

Then Eq. (14) becomes
21 , 1 , , 4CD , ,,

^rr + + ~2"^ = °' (17)r r c

which has the solution [5]

<f) — A exp(ikz)J{(Xr/b),

where

To satisfy the boundary conditions on 4> corresponding to Eq. (15), X must be any
of the infinite number of denumerable numbers Xn satisfying

JMn) = 0, (18)
where n is a mode index. The value of c when X = Xn will be denoted by cn so
that

b = XH, (19)

2which is the dispersion equation for the waves. Clearly, for any mode, cn decreases
2 ....as k increases, so that the waves, called inertial waves, are like gravity waves in this

regard, as noted before. The remarkable thing about Eq. (19) is that it holds for any
amplitude of the waves, since Eq. (17) is exactly linear.

Now let k decrease to zero. The speed of very long waves is given for any mode

<20>

Suppose cn decreases beyond the limit given by Eq. (20). Then to satisfy Eq. (19) k
will have to be negative, indicating an exponential variation of 0 in the z-direction.
Then <f> will increase exponentially in the positive or negative direction, which is not
acceptable. For the wave motion to attentuate exponentially in both z-directions, one
has to have a solitary wave which requires a nonlinearity in the governing differential
equation, since, as we have just seen, the linear one will not do.

The nonlinearity can be provided by a variation in v from that given by cor.
But solid-body rotation is the one that can be realized most easily in the laboratory
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and should be preserved. That leaves the nonlinearity to be provided only by a shear
flow. The most easily realized shear flow through a pipe is the Poiseuille flow

w«= w (' ~ ?) ■ (2I)

We note that both the solid-body rotation and the Poiseuille flow are realizable only
if the fluid is viscous, and yet Eq. (12) is for an inviscid fluid. The apparent contra-
diction is resolved in the usual way. The Reynolds number based on W is supposed
to be high, so that the no-slip condition at r — b as the solitary wave passes by can
be satisfied by allowing a thin boundary layer at the solid boundary, in which viscous
effects are fully taken into account. The core of the flow is governed by Eq. (12), for
an inviscid fluid.

Let the solitary wave travel with velocity c in the positive z-direction but allow c
to be positive or negative. If c is positive, the wave travels with the flow. Then the
velocity of the basic flow relative to the frame of reference moving with the wave is

-c + W0 = -c + W - W{r/b)2, (22)

which has the Stokes stream function

u/ A 2 B 4 ....¥ = ~Y ~ 4r ' (23)

with
A = c-W, B=W/b2. (24)

Note that, since there is a longitudinal velocity, the value of c for long waves is no
longer given by Eq. (20) for any modal index n .

To determine f(y/) and h{y/) in Eq. (12), we consider the flow far upstream,
where is equal to . Solving Eq. (23) for r2 , we have

r2 = ~{A/B)[l - (1 - 4By/A~2)1'2]

= —(2/A)(y/ + BA~2y/2 + IB2 A~\^ + ■■■),

where if/ has been written for *F. On the other hand,

(25)

(vr)2 = a)2rA = f{y/). (26)

Equations (25) and (26) give

f(i//) = (4co2/A2)(ty2 + 2BA ^y/i + 5B2A V4 H )

and
\f\w) = (4 u/A2)(y/ + 3 BA~2ii/2 + 10 B2A~\3 + ■■■). (27)

As to h(y/), from the condition far upstream we have

h(iis) = -2B + f\v)/(2r2), (28)
which, on account of Eq. (25), becomes

h{y/) = -2B - (2w/A)(\ + 2BA"2^ + 6B2A~\2 + ■■■). (29)
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We shall use the substitutions
* 3 ~ „ cub Bb Wi// = cob y/, r = br, z = bz, a-—, B = — = — 30)A a) cob

and assume p < 1 . Then using Eqs. (30), substituting Eqs. (27) and (29) into Eq.
(12), and dropping the circumflex signs, we have

Vrr ~ \ vr + V.zz + 4q2+ 3a2/?y/2) = -2r2 {P + a + 2a Py/), (31)

from which terms of order 0(P ) have been dropped.
We now take

^ = vF + r0, V=-(r2/2a)-(pr4/4). (32)

Noting that by itself satisfies Eq. (31) to the order p , we obtain from Eq. (31)

4>rr + l<!>r- \<t> + 4>zz + 4 a<t> + 24 am + 12 a pre? = -4a3/? ^; (33)

or, neglecting the term containing ft in the expression for in Eq. (32),

<\>rr + -<j>r + 4a2</> = 8a3pr2(f> — 12a* ftrcj)2 — 0zz . (34)

We now define the operator

_ i*i _ 1 32
1 dr2 + r dr r2 + " '

where An satisfies Eq. (18). Since a must be a function of ft and the dimensionless
amplitude a (positive) of the basic component of the wave, we write, in view of Eq.
(19),

4 a =X2n +PGx+PoG2, (35)
where Gx and G2 will be determined in the course of the calculation. Since the
subscript n in Eq. (35) is a mode index, logically a, Gx , and should also have
that index. But that would be tedious, and there is scant chance for misunderstanding
by not adding that index.

Since we have decided to ignore quantities of order 0(p2), in all terms of Eq.
(34) where p appears explicitly Xn/2 can be substituted for a. Then

Lx<t> — fyr1* - - <t>zz - + PaG2)<t>. (36)

which is, finally, the equation on which the calculation will start. The boundary
conditions are now

j(r<f>)r is finite at r = 0, 0 = 0 at r = 1. (37)

3. Solution and results for a solitary wave. We expand </> in a power series in P
and a, and, anticipating the z-dependence of <f), we write

4> = S2(a(pr) +Pa4>. + Pa24>2-\ ), (38)
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where
S = sech yz.

Since the amplitude a is fixed once and for all, <j>x, <f>2, etc., are made orthogonal
to (f>0 . For the nth mode, the first approximation gives

0q = 0,
the solution of which is

4>, = J{(Kr)- (39)
That is indeed why we have chosen the first term in the expansion (35) for 4a .
Clearly Eq. (39) satisfies the boundary conditions (37).

For the next approximation we have

Mi = ~GA = - Gi WV) • (40)
We now have to calculate the basic Fourier component containing Jx(knr) of the
function r2J\{knr). This seems at first sight to require numerical integration. But
we can indeed obtain what is needed by solving Eq. (40) to satisfy Eq. (36) and
thereby obtain G, and <j)l in one step. The solution of L,0, = q(r) can always be
obtained if q{r) is an even power of r times Jx{knr). Yih's paper [6] on solutions
of the hyper-Bessel equation contains material related to this point. For Eq. (40), it
can be verified that

JQ(knr) + ^r2 Jx{knr) = r2Jx{knr), (41)

L, 2k1 rJo(knr) = Jl(k„r). (42)

Thus the solution of Eq. (40) is, with knr as the argument of the Bessel functions,

+ U/J, +^rJo)+C,</>0, (43)

which satisfies (37) if
C, = 3^ . (44)

The C, in Eq. (43) is determined to make </>, orthogonal to </>0 or
• l

r(j>04>{ dr = 0.
/'Jo

A formula useful for extending the calculation to higher orders of /? is

L 1 5 - 3 4 - 6 3 - 12 2
_T7TTr Jo + Jr J\ + —Ja Ar J\10A 0 10A2 1 5A 0 5A 1

= rAJ. , (45)

and the other formulas needed can be discovered without difficulty.
For the next approximation we have

PaLx(j)2 = S2k\(t>l - 4y2a4>0 + 6y2S2acf>0 - Pa2G2(j)0 . (46)
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The second and third terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (46) arise from 0zz. In
order to proceed further, we need the basic Fourier component containing /,(Anr)
in r(t>0 . Let that component be denoted by

4.W). (4y)
Then the solubility condition, i.e., that the right-hand side of Eq. (46) be orthogonal
to <f>0 , requires that

2 3f!a 4 . 2 fia 4 . ,
= —KAn °r y = T " n (48)

and

-4,2 = /( aG2 or G2 = -^ = -^-A„. (49)

2For the solution of <f>2, we expand r</»0 in the series of eigenfunctions :
OO

,2<=Y,AmJMmr)- (50)
m= 1

The solution of Eq. (46) is then

^ = <51)

in which the summation is over all integral values of m from 1 onward except
n. The exception is indicated by the prime on the summation sign. Thus (f>2 is
orthogonal to </>0.

The An in Eq. (48) is evidently important. Unfortunately it has to be obtained
numerically. For the first mode I have done some numerical integration by Simpson's
rule, using the data given for J, (x) in the book by Jahnke and Emde [3, p. 157] and
taking steps 0.1 for x (except for the end interval) up to x = = 3.83 . The result
is

Aj = 0.4368 . (52)
This is obtained from

Aj =D~' [ r2[y,(A,r)]3 dr = (Dk\)~X [*' x2[Jx{x)\' dx,
J o J o

where

D = fr[Jx (^r)]2 dr = l-[J0(^)]2 .

To obtain An for n — 2,3, etc., simply change A, to Xn in these formulas.
Equations (35), (44), and (49) give a2, which contains c. Equation (48) gives

the wavelength (proportional to y~') of the solitary wave, and Eqs. (38), (39), (43),
and (51) give the eigenfunction for <f>. The solution can be carried to any order of
approximation.

But for each a there are two values of a, one positive and one negative, and this
fact turns out to be far from trivial. For positive a (P modes), the wave is travelling
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with the Poiseuille flow, and for negative a (N modes), the wave is travelling against
it. When we substituted XJ2 for a on the right-hand side of Eq. (34) to get Eq.
(36), we were focusing on the P modes. For the N modes, instead of Eq. (36) we
obtain, upon substituting -XJ2 for a on the right-hand side of Eq. (34),

Lx4> = -far2* - ~ <t>zz - (PGi + P<*G2) ■ (53)
Proceeding as before, we find that Eqs. (39), (49), and (51) still stand but that G,
and </>, are multiplied by -1 :

= ~3 (t>XN =(54)

where 4>xp is just the <f>x given by Eq. (43).
Some interesting conclusions can now be drawn from the results. But we first

clarify the nomenclature. We have been using n as a mode index and calling the
mode for n = 1 the first mode. Then we find for each mode there is a P mode and
an N mode. This need not create confusion. We can, and shall henceforth, call the
modes the first P mode, the «th P mode, the first N mode, and the nth N mode,
for instance.

From Eq. (35) and the definitions of a and A given by Eqs. (30) and (24), using
the Gx given by Eq. (44) for the P modes and by Eq. (54) for the N modes, and
the G2 given by Eq. (49), we obtain

where the positive sign is for the P mode and the negative sign for the N modes.
An interesting feature of the solution concerns the flow patterns for the P and N

modes. The equation for any streamline, on which \j/ is constant, is given by Eq.
(32). If the amplitude is zero, the streamlines are straight, and their radial positions
r0 are given by

¥ = V=-(2a)-lr20-(J]/4)r40. (56)

Because of the wave motion, the r of any streamline will be a function of z, and
we have, for the same value of y/,

r = r0 + Ar,

where Ar is given by
(a~lro + 0rl)Ar = ro<l>, (57)

the predominant part of which is

A r = aaJx{XnrQ). (58)

In general, the displacements of the streamlines from their asymptotic positions are,
for the P modes, opposite for those for the N modes. In particular, when n = 1,
the function Jx{Xnr) is positive in 0 < r < 1, so that Ar and a agree in sign, since
Eq. (58) holds predominantly. In other words, when n = 1 , the solitary wave that
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travels with the Poiseuille flow is a bulging one, whereas that which travels against
the flow is a pinching or necking one.

We could, of course, always let the wave propagate in the direction of increasing z,
but for the N modes we let the Poiseuille flow be directed in the opposite direction,
i.e., let a be positive but /? be negative. If we adopt this point of view, the demand
that y , which was calculated from Eq. (48), be positive requires that the right-hand
sides of Eqs. (39), (48), and (58) all acquire a minus sign. The same result is therefore
obtained for the N modes.

4. The Korteweg-de Vries equation. To study the interaction of solitary waves,
we need an evolution equation treating unsteady long waves in the flow considered.
Such an equation is the Korteweg-de Vries or KdV equation, which we now proceed
to derive for waves of the same mode or r-structure. This will govern long waves
going in the same direction. As mentioned before, Leibovich [4] obtained the KdV
equation for the problem under treatment. But he did not give the r-dependence
of his eigenfunction for the stream function, and hence the coefficients of his KdV
equation have not been determined. Here we shall derive the KdV equation with
the knowledge of the /--dependence of the eigenfunction and obtain that equation
with definite coefficients. In the course of the derivation, a local nonlinear long-wave
velocity will be defined and determined. The use of this local wave velocity clearly
points out the interplay of nonlinear and dispersive effects in wave motion.

One starts from the Euler equations (1), (2), and (3), except that now the variables
are dependent on t and

D d d d
m = g-, + uVr + wa-z- (59)

First Eq. (2) still gives Eq. (6), and Eq. (5) still stands, though Eq. (7) is no longer
true. Let the dimensionless variables (with circumflex signs) in Eqs. (30) be again
adopted. The first equation in (30) implies

u = cubit, v = cobv, w = cobw. (60)

In addition, let
t = cot, ^ + Q = (cob)2x ■ (61)

Then, substituting Eqs. (30), (60), and (61) into Eqs. (1) and (3) and dropping the
circumflexes afterward, we have

Du V2
~Dt T = ~ '' <62)

Dui
~m = ■ <63)

We still have
r = rv,

but it is now dimensionless, and Eq. (6) can be written as

f = °-
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In Eqs. (62), (63), and (64), D/Dt is still given by Eq. (59), except that now all
variables in it are dimensionless.

We now let
w = w0 + w', (65)

where w{) is now dimensionless and given by

w0 = fi(l-r2). (66)

Substituting Eq. (65) into Eqs. (62) and (63) and eliminating x by cross differen-
tiation, we have

f),+" ('1+K+w) 00,= "?rr--' (67)
Let

£ = £ + {', C = "2 fir,
where C arises from wQ or in

i// = + r<j>,

from which we have

u = -(f)z, w' = -{r<j))r.

It is clear that C makes no contribution to the left-hand side of Eq. (67), which can
therefore be written as

C, + < - -t' + [fi( I- r2) + w% = -4rr' ' (68)
r r

where

C' = ^r + 7^-^ + ^«- (69)
On the other hand, Eq. (64) has the form

rr + urr + (w0 + w') rz = o. (70)

With
r = r2 + r',

Eq. (70) becomes

r; + fir= -2ru + fir2r; - {uT'r + wYz). (71)
We shall work with Eq. (69) first and shall evaluate £ from Eq. (40) and the

equation just before Eq. (39). This is permissible since the unsteady state under
treatment deals with any local condition, and if one moves with the local long-wave
velocity, one can reduce the local flow to a quasi-steady state. From Eq. (69) and the
definition of L, following Eq. (34), we have

C' = Lt^-A> + 0zz. (72)
We have shown in Sec. 3 that L,(/>0 = 0 and is orthogonal to <f>Q. Indeed,
anticipating Eq. (76), we see that L{(p is orthogonal to 4>0 or to cj) if a term of
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20{(1 ) is neglected. Since eventually the mode </>0 + /?</!>, will be extracted, we can
write, for the linear terms,

c' = -^ + *„-
For the left-hand side of Eq. (68), let

!=«;+«; = (i-£)m>,+*,„), (73)

where c is the long-wave velocity,

II = -pr\'z = fiX2/4>z , (74)

with the term -pr2(f>zvz neglected, and

III = < + w'c'z ~^r = -<t>X + + <t>X) ■ (75)

In calculating III, we must include the right-hand side of Eq. (40) to calculate £'
but shall neglect terms of 0(fi2a2) and 0(/?a3). With f(z,t) now replacing the a
in Eqs. (35) and (38), we have

4> = f{z, 0(^0+ W (76)
for the calculation of III; and, after some calculation with Eq. (72), the equation just
before (39) and Eq. (40), we obtain

(77)

if terms of 0(JS2) are neglected. Note that the first term on the right-hand side of
Eq. (40) does not contribute to the final result for III. The / from Eq. (76) onward
is not the / in Eq. (7).

We now turn to Eq. (71). First, by using the linear dispersion equation

/ k2X
cj (linear wave speed) = c0 ^ 1 -

obtained from the equation above Eq. (18), we have

c
l/ln

then we can write Eq. (71) as

= -(c - it)ri
= 2rrpz + + <PX, - ■ (79)

In Eqs. (78) and (79)
c = cQ + c , c = c - fi, (80)
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c0 is the linear long-wave velocity, and c is the local nonlinear part of the total
long-wave velocity and is of order 0{(1 f). Equation (35) gives, in view of Eq. (24),

4 =4 + t<!I- (81)
(c„-«2 " 3 "

The first approximation of Eq. (79) is

r' = -§(1-T!)^- (82)

A second iteration using Eq. (82) gives, neglecting higher-order terms in the last term
in Eq. (79),

^ 2r 2/? 3, 4j!r2 r
K = --+ ~^~r 4>z — -7rUz + —I^ZZZ • (83)c C C

Therefore,
w 2r 2/? 3 2fir 2 , r , /0„,
V -+—r (j) —(f) + —2 0zz- (84)

c C C CAn

From Eqs. (82) and (83) we have, since c0 - ft is given by Eq. (81),

_2T- 2(r2 + r/)w
a*3 r3 z

= ^ + W>z ~ ^zzz ■ (85)c C C V

Using Eqs. (80) and (81) on the third term of the right-hand side of this equation
2and ignoring terms of order 0(13 ), we can write Eq. (85) as

2I"V 4 012 ,, 2/? 3 3, , 1
r3 - frKU, + 3/M>, - r^„ . (86)

Now Eq. (68) can be written as

I + II + III = -^r\ (87)
r

It is clear that III cancels the third and fourth terms on the right-hand side of Eq.
(86), so that Eq. (87) becomes

(l - -c) + *,„> = J*. ~ mV*. + 3frk\Hz - J-K, ■
With <f>tzz = -C(j>zzz and Eq. (81), this can be written as

4>t + (jr£ + P - <t>z + 3firknHz + ^</>zzz = 0 • (88)

Extracting from Eq. (88) the terms containing 0 as a factor and noting that, since
the right-hand side of Eq. (40) is orthogonal to <p0, we may replace r 4>(j by <j>J3
when doing this extraction, we obtain

f, + (^T + f) /« + 3+ JT/,„ = 0. (89)
where An is as defined in Eq. (47).
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We now calculate c , the nonlinear part of the long-wave velocity. Since c0 is
2given by Eq. (81), we have, neglecting terms of 0(0 ),

Then, since we are seeking the wave velocity for long waves, we can drop the last
term in Eq. (89) and obtain

-c0 - c + c0 - c + 3y?AnAj = 0

or
= (")

Substituting this into Eq. (89) and using Eq. (90), we have, finally,

f, + {c= (M)

which is the KdV equation, for waves going in the direction of increasing z. For
waves going in the direction of decreasing z, we first change the sign of the last term
in Eq. (81), which is /?(?, , and then solve Eq. (81) for a negative c0. The result
is then substituted into Eq. (92) to obtain the KdV equation for N modes. The
beautiful solution given by Gardner, Greene, Kruskal, and Miura [2] then provides
the answer to the problem of interaction of solitary waves of the same mode and
going in the same direction.

For a single solitary wave, it can readily be shown that Eq. (92) gives exactly the
same results, including the wavenumber y and the wave speed, as those given in
Sec. 3, now for the laboratory frame of coordinates. This is as it should be and is
reassuring.
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